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Welcome!
We are thrilled you will be joining us in Orlando for the IoT In Action event. The
IoT in Action event will help business and technical decision makers get a clear
understanding of the IoT opportunity from intelligent edge to intelligent
cloud, end-to-end IoT security from the silicon up, and how to accelerate
business transformation through IoT value chain investment. The event will
provide information via keynotes, practical demonstrations, breakout sessions
and community engagement.

Registration and Check-In
Thank you for registering for the event. Your name badge will be ready for pick
up at the Hilton Orlando. Registration and all activities for the IoT in Action
event will be held in the Florida Ballroom.

Bring a government issued ID or your unique barcode to pick up your badge.

Registration Badge Pick up Hours
Monday, February 11th registration opens at 8am

What to Expect
Attire for this event is business casual. Beverages and light refreshments will be
served.

Matchmaking Program
Matchmaking is available starting at 11am in the Florida Ballroom.

Tips to enable strong partner engagement!
• Be on time and introduce yourself.
• Prepare ahead of time the information you want to share or present in each meeting.
• Have an idea of what your ideal outcome is and try to determine quickly if each specific
meeting will help you meet your goals.
• Stay on topic. You only have 15 minutes.
• If you are bringing a device to show make sure it is powered on, has a full battery and is
wiped clean free of finger prints and smudges.
• Loop in Microsoft account managers when appropriate.
• Capture opportunities & any open actions for follow up.
• Exchange necessary contact information.

Matchmaking Portal: https://iotinactionevents.com/matchmaking/login

Ready…Set…Collaborate
• Navigate to the matchmaking portal on your device and log in!
• Click on the “My Schedule” tab.
• Review your scheduled meetings via the matchmaking portal to make sure you know where
and when to meet.
• The table # will appear indicating where your meetings will take place.

• Check the portal often as more partners may have sent you last minute meeting requests.
• Visit the matchmaking service desk if you have any questions!

Meeting Rooms –
Logistics Overview
Meeting Space Locations
All event activities will be held on the
lower level of the Hilton Orlando, in the Florida
Ballroom
Main Foyer– Registration Area
Florida Ballroom– Keynote sessions
Partner Showcase & Matchmaking

ASL and ADA Access- There will be reserved
seating in the keynote room. Look for signs on
tables “Reserved for ASL” and “ Reserved for
ADA”.

IoT in Action Orlando Event Agenda
Time

Session

Speakers

9:30am10:00am

Executive Keynote: How do you accelerate IoT and optimize opportunities to grow revenue and profitability?
Success in IoT requires a mindset in innovation, in business model and in partnership. This session will share how
Microsoft is enabling partners across the IoT value chain to design, build and scale repeatable IoT solutions from
edge to cloud.

Michael Kuptz, GM Americas Device Experiences, IoT, Microsoft

Intelligent Edge and Intelligent Cloud & Addressing the Challenges of IoT Security with Azure Sphere:
Learn how organizations around the world are building and securing the next generation of end-to-end IoT
solutions. The rapid evolution of IoT capabilities affords unprecedented opportunities for business innovation
and also new risks to manage. Learn how you can simplify your IoT journey, secure your solutions from device to
the cloud and take advantage of more choice and openness to create enterprise-grade IoT and edge solutions.

Intelligent Edge and
Intelligent Cloud: Aditi
Dugar, Product Manager,
Azure IoT Solutions,
Microsoft

10:00am10:45am

10:45am11:15am

Addressing the Challenges of
IoT Security with Azure
Sphere:
Josh Nash, Principal Product
Planner, Azure Sphere,
Microsoft

Solution Showcase Networking/Morning Break
Building Intelligent Edge Solutions with Microsoft IoT and other Technology Programs: Learn how
innovations in IoT Edge technologies, Cognitive Services and Artificial Intelligence can be easily leveraged to
enhance IoT solutions – from simple to complex scenarios. Learn how Distributors, SIs and OEMs can work
together to design, build and deploy scalable, repeatable solutions.

Peter Hoffmeister, Senior Director of IoT Ecosystem, Technical
Sales, Microsoft & Analisa Roberts, Director, WW IoT Partner
Marketing, Microsoft
Guest Speaker: Ben Kotvis, Managing Architect, Insight Digital
Innovation

12:00pm12:45pm

The 4 Steps of Digital Transformation: Learn about the four stages of digital transformation which companies
go through as they leverage the capabilities of the Intelligent Cloud and the Intelligent Edge. Learn how to
develop profitable, sustainable and scalable business models in a variety of partnership and commercial scenarios.
Learn how to save money for you and your customers, and how to monetize new opportunities.

Morgan Riley, Principal Solution Specialist, Microsoft
Guest Speaker: Tom Harshbarger, Senior Director, Cloud
Platform and Services, Synnex

12:45pm

Refreshments

11:00am3:00pm

Partner-Customer Matchmaking: Use our online Matchmaking Tool to meet partners and customers who are
looking for new partnership opportunities to design, build and deploy new IoT solutions.

All-Day

Sponsored Partner Solution Showcase: Explore our Partner IoT Solution Showcase that will demonstrate the
strength in innovation the Microsoft IoT Partner ecosystem is driving in key verticals in collaboration with
Microsoft partner ecosystem.

11:15am12:00pm

Partners
Solution Aggregators

Expo Sponsors

Solution Showcase

Solution Showcase
We encourage you to spend some time with our selected partners in the Solution Showcase located
throughout the expo hall. Many of our partners will be on hand to give each attendee a look at some of
the successful solutions deployed across the IoT ecosystem.

https://www.insight.com/en_US/home.html

https://www.mobiliya.com/

https://www.wipro.com/en-US/

Creating meaningful connections that
help business run smarter. Through
Digital Innovation, our experts embrace
rich data analytics coupled with deep
expertise in the Internet of Things (IoT)
and mobile app development.
Leveraging our industry knowledge,
intrinsic empathy and customer insights,
we design and develop meaningful
solutions that advance the ways
customers live and work.

IoT is all about the network of physical
objects powered with embedded
technology to sense and communicate the
data about the internal or external
environment. Mobiliya is ushering a new era
for its customer through the Internet of
Things. The power of IoT is bringing in
operational efficiency, information for
decision making and a connected
ecosystem that is enabling each device,
equipment or machinery to be connected to
the processing power of the cloud.

Wipro Limited is a leading global information
technology, consulting and business process
services company. We harness the power of
cognitive computing, hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics and emerging technologies to
help our clients adapt to the digital world and
make them successful. A company recognized
globally for its comprehensive portfolio of
services, strong commitment to sustainability and
good corporate citizenship, we have over 160,000
dedicated employees serving clients across six
continents. Together, we discover ideas and
connect the dots to build a better and a bold new
future.

Solution Aggregators available
to connect in the Expo Hall

https://www.arrow.com/
Arrow Electronics provide Global solutions for
today’s complex customer engagements. Through
our dedicated channels of Arrow Global
Components, Arrow Intelligent Systems, Arrow
Enterprise Computing Solutions and Arrow
Sustainable Technology Solutions, we cover your
company’s ideas from cradle to the grave.
Providing a complete Sensor to Sunset solution,
Arrow is the ideal global partner to take your
ideas and turn them into the next IoT revolution.

https://www.avnet.com/wps/portal/us/

https://usa.ingrammicro.com/

https://www.synnexcorp.com/

http://www.techdata.com/

Avnet’s Smart Industry solution integrates
intelligent sensors, connected devices and
gateways, and Avnet’s IoTConnect™ cloud
platform leveraging Azure, enables
manufacturers to connect multiple
production lines and machines, acquire data
from several disparate sources, connected
worker/operator performance and develop
capabilities like remote monitoring, edge
analytics, and predictive maintenance.

Ingram Micro delivers a full spectrum of
global technology and supply chain
services to businesses around the world.
Deep expertise in technology solutions,
mobility, cloud, and Internet of Things
(IoT) solutions enables its business
partners to operate efficiently and
successfully in the markets they serve.
Unrivaled agility, deep market insights and
the trust and dependability that come
from decades of proven relationships set
Ingram Micro apart and ahead.

SYNNEX brings the most relevant
technology solutions to the IT and consumer
electronics markets to help our partners
sustainably grow their business. We
distribute more than 30,000 technology
products from more than 300 of the world’s
leading and emerging manufacturers, and
provide complete solutions to more than
20,000 resellers and retail customers in the
U.S., Canada, and Japan.

From the smart phone in a user’s hand to
complex solutions powering a global
enterprise, Tech Data connects the world with
the power of technology. Our end-to-end
portfolio of products, services and solutions,
highly specialized skills and expertise in nextgeneration technologies enable channel
partners to bring to market the products and
solutions the world needs to connect, grow
and advance.

Visit with our innovative sponsors in the Expo Hall

http://www.advantech.com/

https://www.mill5.com

www.rigado.com

Advantech’s corporate vision is to enable
an intelligent planet. The company is a
global leader in the fields of IoT intelligent
systems and embedded platforms. To
embrace the trends of IoT, big data, and
artificial intelligence, Advantech promotes
IoT hardware and software solutions with
the Edge Intelligence WISE-PaaS core to
assist business partners and clients in
connecting their industrial chains.
Advantech is also working with business
partners to co-create business ecosystems
that accelerate the goal of industrial
intelligence.

MILL5 is a boutique consulting company
that brings together modern technology,
craftsman quality, and world class
expertise to solve big challenges and
bring innovation quickly for our
customers. MILL5’s solutions connect
new and existing devices to modern IoT
and cloud capabilities within Azure to
provide small-to-large scale device
management, centralized management
of devices, support and troubleshooting
for field operators, and advanced
business analytics.

Founded in 2010, Rigado powers more
than 300 global customers and 5 million
connected devices across Commercial IoT
use cases such as asset tracking,
sensing/monitoring, and
automation/control in solutions like smart
workplaces, hospitality, logistics, and
healthcare. Rigado’s wireless connectivity
solutions simplify the edge of IoT allowing
solution providers and integrators to
quickly develop and deploy highly
scalable IoT applications.

Thank you to our Guest Speakers
Ben Kotvis

Managing Architect
Insight Digital Innovation
Ben has been with Insight Digital Innovation for two years and is responsible for managing architects and
developers as well as ensuring project delivery. He has been building with IoT solutions for a number of years in
areas like industrial, residential, agriculture and heavy machinery. He has been writing software in .NET to solve
business problems by introducing automation and building robust, cloud-based applications. He has worked in
many industries including service-based organizations, lecture capture software, and commercial insurance. His
passion is to be able to deliver value to his customers as well as building solutions where scaling and performance
are part of the design from the first line of code to go-live.

Tom Harshbarger

Senior Director, Cloud Platform and Services
Synnex
As Senior Director, Cloud Services and Platform, Tom is responsible for leading the Synnex solutions delivery
platform for the broad community of Synnex partners, vendors and ISVs. He works to bring together technical
experience and sales/partner channel experience together with high-EQ teams that build deep, lasting
relationships.
With over 25 years in the technology space, Tom is a highly experienced channel sales executive with proven
success as a strategic leader in North America, Canada, and LATAM. Prior to Synnex, during his 14-year career at
Microsoft, he exceeded sales targets as large as $500M and provided thought leadership and program execution
inside Microsoft, and throughout the partner channel.
Prior to Microsoft, Tom spent a number of years as a sales engineer and sales engineer leader at Microsoft
partners like USWeb and Apptix. He started his career as a custom software developer, building applications and
solutions on the Microsoft development platform for Coopers and Lybrand and Plural, a global award-winning
solutions consultancy.
Tom earned his bachelor’s degree in Management Science/Decision Support Systems from the Pamplin College of
Business at Virginia Tech and is active in a number of local/national charities, as well as mentor programs.

Speakers
Michael Kuptz

Analisa Roberts

Michael is an information technologist with global experience in
designing, deploying and managing new product launches and
unique technology solutions across multiple industries and market
segments. Success across domestic and international hardware
and software sales, services, and operations, inclusive of product
design, business development, sales and new routes to market.

Analisa leads the marketing for Intelligent Edge solutions and is
focused on how Microsoft can go to market with our partners.
Across the portfolio of Intelligent Edge solutions, Analisa is
responsible for the solutions value proposition, global marketing
strategy, and supporting partner co-sell motions. She also works
in partnership with product marketing, engineering and sales to
provide training, resources and programs to reduce barriers, foster
beneficial relationships and enable partners to confidently bring
Intelligent Edge solutions to market.

GM America Device Experiences - IoT
Microsoft Corporation

Peter Hoffmeister

Senior Director of the IoT Ecosystem
Microsoft Corporation
Peter Hoffmeister is the Sr. Director of the IoT Ecosystem
Technical Sales team within the Microsoft Partner Devices &
Solutions organization. This mission of this worldwide team is to
help Microsoft’s partners accelerate their digital transformation by
helping them deliver repeatable edge-to-action IoT solutions
rapidly to market and at scale.
Peter has been with Microsoft since 2007, largely in technical sales
roles supporting a variety of partner ecosystems including local PC
system builders and large multi-national OEM partners.
He has more than 25 years of experience across the
manufacturing, PC and telecommunications industries with roles
ranging from product design, program management, and
engineering to product marketing. Peter received his BS in
Electrical Engineering from Gonzaga University and MBA from the
University of Washington.

Director, WW IoT Partner Marketing
Microsoft Corporation

Josh Nash

Principal Product Planner, Azure Sphere
Microsoft Corporation
Josh Nash is a Principal Product Planner on the Azure Sphere
engineering team at Microsoft. Nash is responsible for
representing the product team in customer engagements and
communicating priorities of new customer requirements to
engineering. Previously at Microsoft, Nash was Director of
Escalations & Resolutions for the Cloud + Enterprise business,
Chief of Staff and Strategy to the Chairman of Emerging Markets
and a Product Manager in the Windows Emerging Business
Unit. He served in leadership roles at Calgary Scientific Inc. and
Intellectual Ventures and began his career as a Consultant at
Accenture. Nash holds a BA from Columbia University as well as an
MBA with distinction from Northwestern University’s Kellogg
School of Management.

Microsoft Speakers
Aditi Dugar

Product Manager, Azure IoT Solutions
Microsoft Corporation
Aditi Dugar is a Product Manager on the Azure IoT Solutions
team at Microsoft. She is specifically focused on developing
IoT solutions for the Healthcare industry. Aditi’s previous
experience at Microsoft includes working in the Developer
Division on the .NET team, where she was focused on
bringing machine learning capabilities to .NET developers
through ML.NET and enabling WinForms desktop
developers. Prior to Microsoft, she also worked at Procter &
Gamble focusing on machine design and product design.
Aditi holds a BS in Mechanical Engineering from Cornell
University as well as an MBA from The Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania.

Morgan Riley

Principal Solution Specialist
Microsoft Corporation

Transportation Information
Location
HILTON ORLANDO

6001 DESTINATION PARKWAY, ORLANDO, FLORIDA, 32819
USATEL: +1-407-313-4300 FAX: +1-407-313-4301
Hilton Orlando is centrally located to all major theme-parks and
attractions and just minutes from the eclectic dining scene and
entertainment of I-Drive.

Parking
Self parking: $24.00 (Garage Parking)
Valet parking: $32.00 (Valet Parking)
Secured: Available
Covered: Available
In/Out Privileges: Available
Other Parking Information: Electric Car Charging Station is
available.

Driving Directions from Downtown Orlando
1. Locate I-4
2. Merge onto I-4 W toward Tampa, approx 10 miles
3. Take exit 72 for SR-528-TOLL E toward Int'l Airport/Cape
Canaveral/Sea World/Int'l Dr (0.6 miles)
4. 4. Merge onto SR-528 E Toll road (0.7 miles)
5. Take exit 1 for Int'l Dr (0.2 miles)
6. Keep right at the fork, follow signs for Convention
Center/Wet'n Wild and merge onto Int'l Dr (0.4 miles)
7. Turn right at Destination Parkway
8. Arrive at 6001 Destination Parkway, Orlando, Florida 32819
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